This paper uses revealed preference inequalities to provide the tightest possible (best) nonparametric bounds on predicted consumer responses to price changes using consumer-level data over a finite set of relative price changes. These responses are allowed to vary nonparametrically across the income distribution. This is achieved by combining the theory of revealed preference with the semiparametric estimation of consumer expansion paths (Engel curves). We label these expansion path based bounds on demand responses as E-bounds. Deviations from revealed preference restrictions are measured by preference perturbations which are shown to usefully characterize taste change and to provide a stochastic environment within which violations of revealed preference inequalities can be assessed.
INTRODUCTION
THIS PAPER DEVELOPS A NEW APPROACH to measuring demand responses in the study of consumer behavior. It concerns the commonly occurring empirical setting in which there is only a relatively small number of market prices but a large number of consumers within each of those markets. This research builds on the earlier results in Blundell, Browning, and Crawford (2003) , where a powerful method for detecting revealed preference violations was advanced and used to provide tight nonparametric bounds on welfare costs. The contribution here is to use rich within-market consumer-level data together with the minimum of restrictions from revealed preference theory to provide the best bounds on consumer demand responses to new relative prices. These E-bounds are shown to be much tighter than those derived from standard revealed preference analysis.
A common situation in applied economics is that we have a set of observations on agents in a fixed environment with particular realized economic variables and we wish to predict their behavior in the same environment but with 1 An earlier version of this paper was given as the Walras-Bowley Lecture by the first author to the North American Summer Meetings of the Econometric Society at UCLA. We are grateful to participants at that meeting, the editor, and three anonymous referees, to Adam Rosen, Rosa Matzkin, Charles Manski, and to seminar participants at Berkeley, Chicago, LSE, MIT, Northwestern, Stanford, and UCL/IFS for helpful comments. The research is part of the program of research of the ESRC Centre for the Microeconomic Analysis of Public Policy at IFS. Funding from the ESRC, Grant number R000239865 and from the Danish National Research Foundation through its Grant to CAM is gratefully acknowledged. Material from the FES made available by the ONS through the ESRC Data Archive has been used by permission of the controller of HMSO. Neither the ONS nor the ESRC Data Archive bear responsibility for the analysis or the interpretation of the data reported here. The usual disclaimer applies. new values for the economic variables. For example, we observe demands at particular sets of prices and total expenditures and we wish to predict demands at a new set of prices and total expenditure. With no other structure, the observed behavior is totally uninformative about the new situation and literally anything that is logically possible is an admissible prediction. One way around this is to use a parametric statistical model and interpolate (or extrapolate). An alternative is to adopt a theoretical position on what generates the observed behavior and to use the theory and the previous observations to make predictions. Usually this leads to bounds on predicted behavior rather than point predictions. Predicted demand responses are set-identified in the sense of Manski (2007) . The relevant question then becomes "How plausible is the theory and how tight are the bounds?"
In this paper we derive bounds on predicted demand behavior from observations on expansions paths (Engel curves) for a finite set of prices and the imposition of the basic (Slutsky or revealed preference) integrability conditions from economic theory. The plausibility of the latter derives from them being, effectively, the observable restrictions from assuming transitivity, which is the bedrock of consumer theory in economics. Moreover, the theory implies testable restrictions so it is potentially rejectable. We give the tightest possible bounds on demands given observed expansion paths and the basic (nonparametric) theory, if the latter is not rejected by the former. We find that the data and the theory give surprisingly tight bounds if we consider new situations that are within the span of the observed data.
To introduce our methodology, imagine facing a set of individual consumers with a sequence of relative prices and asking them to choose their individual demands, given some overall budget that each can expend. If they behave according to the axioms of revealed preference, their vector of demands at each relative price will satisfy certain well known inequalities (see Afriat (1973) and Varian (1982) ). If, for any individual, these inequalities are violated, then that consumer can be deemed to have failed to behave according to the optimization rules of revealed preference (RP). This is a very simple and potentially powerful experimental setting for assessing the applicability RP theory. If, as in an experiment, one can choose the budget at which individuals face each price vector, then Proposition 1 of Blundell, Browning, and Crawford (2003) shows that there is a unique sequence of such budgets, corresponding to the sequence of relative prices, which maximizes the chance of finding such a violation. This is the sequential maximum power path. If experimental data are not available, then the Blundell, Browning, and Crawford (2003) study also shows how to use expansion paths to mimic the experimental choice of this optimal sequence, thus providing a powerful method of detecting RP violations in observational as well as experimental studies. In this paper we extend the previous analysis in three ways. The first of these is the derivation of the tightest possible bounds on predicted demands for given relative prices and total outlay for observational data of the type collected in consumer expenditure surveys. To do this we find it convenient to use the strong axiom of revealed preference (SARP) rather than the more general generalized axiom of revealed preference (GARP) condition used in Blundell, Browning, and Crawford (2003) . Second, we show exactly when having more data (more observed relative price regimes) is informative in the specific sense of tightening predicted bounds. The third innovation concerns how to deal with rejection of the RP conditions. We show that minimal local perturbations to the expansion paths can be found such that the perturbed data do satisfy the RP conditions. These perturbations may be interpreted as taste changes. We also discuss explicitly how our analysis relates to the important emerging literature on partial identification (see Manski (2003) ).
To construct bounds we extend the analysis introduced in Varian (1983) by considering expansion paths for given relative prices rather than demands at some point. We label these "expansion path based bounds" as E-bounds. The advantages of the E-bounds method developed here are that it can describe the complete demand response to a relative price change for any point in the income distribution without recourse to parametric models of consumer behavior and it gives the tightest possible bounds, given the data and the theory. The measurements of such price responses are at the center of applied welfare economics, they are a vital ingredient of tax policy reform analysis, and are also key to the measurement of market power in modern empirical industrial economics. Robust measurement is therefore a prerequisite of reliable analysis in these fields of applied microeconomics.
Since the expansion paths are estimated, albeit by semiparametric techniques, they are subject to sampling variation. Consequently, violations of the revealed preference inequalities may simply reflect sampling variation rather than rejections by the individuals in the population under study. We develop a minimum distance method for imposing the revealed preference conditions and use this to construct a test statistic for the revealed preference inequalities. We contrast these results to those obtained using a parametric model in which Engel curves are assumed to be quadratic. We show that this parametric model produces similar results. However, the local nature of our analysis provides a persuasive case for using semiparametric Engel curves.
Examining our consumer expenditure data, we consider whether revealed preference inequality restricted expansion paths can be found that are not rejected by the data. We find that preferences are generally consistent with RP theory over subsequences of time periods in our data but that rejections over longer sequences do occur. Where significant rejections occur, there is a plethora of alternatives to the simple model which has stable preferences for the household (the unitary model). Some of these concern the supplementary assumptions we have to make on aggregation across households, aggregation of goods, the choice of an annual time period, and so forth. Other alternatives are more fundamental. For example, one alternative is that the household does have transitive preferences but these change over time. We present an explicit measure of such taste changes based on estimated perturbations to preferences. These provide a natural metric against which to measure taste change. Another alternative is that since our sample is for many-person households, the unitary assumption is incorrect and it is the individuals in the household who have stable transitive preferences. In this regard Browning and Chiappori (1998) presented evidence, based on a parametric model, that couples do reject the usual Slutsky conditions but not those for a nonunitary collective model. An important rationale for our RP approach is that we can be sure that any rejections of the RP conditions for the unitary model are not due to the choice of functional form. Where significant rejections do occur, the RP inequalities approach can be extended to allow for a collective model; see Cherchye, De Rock, and Vermeulen (2007) .
In our empirical analysis, the relative price variation occurs over time and we consider consumer behavior as it is recorded in standard repeated consumer expenditure surveys such as the U.S. Consumers Expenditure Survey and the U.K. Family Expenditure Survey. The latter is the source for our empirical analysis. We observe samples of consumers, each of a particular household type, at specific points in time. Assuming consumers are price-takers, we can recover expansion paths by estimating Engel curves at each point in time. We present E-bounds for own-and cross-price demand responses using these expansion paths.
The E-bounds on demand responses we construct are found to be informative. The advantage of adding in more relative price variation is carefully explored, both theoretically and empirically. We show that it is the combination of the new prices and the quantity choice implied by the new expansion path that determines whether the new observation is informative. We discuss precisely how such information tightens the bounds. Empirically we show the value of allowing for sampling variation and of introducing perturbations. Bounds on demands are improved and we are also able to detect slow changes in tastes. These bounds on demand responses and the changes in tastes are found to differ across the income distribution.
Freeing up the variation in relative price responses across the income distribution is one of the key contributions of this research. Historically parametric specifications in the analysis of consumer behavior have been based on the Working-Leser or piglog form of preferences that underlie the popular almost ideal and translog demand models of Deaton and Muellbauer (1980) and Jorgenson, Lau, and Stoker (1982) . Even though more recent empirical studies have suggested further nonlinear income terms (see, for example, Hausman, Newey, Ichimura, and Powell (1991) , Lewbel (1991) , Blundell, Pashardes, and Weber (1993) , and Banks, Blundell, and Lewbel (1996) ), responses to relative prices at different incomes for these parametric forms remain unnecessarily constrained.
The remainder of the paper is as follows: In Section 2 we examine bounds on demand responses and develop a method for generating the best bounds. We also consider how additional data impact the bounds and, in particular, the circumstance under which new data are informative. In Section 3 we describe how we apply our approach to the household level data in the U.K. Family Expenditure Survey. We examine the semiparametric estimation of expansion paths, and the method used to detect revealed preference violations and to impose revealed preference restrictions. In Section 4 we estimate E-bounds on crossprice and own-price responses, and show that these can be quite narrow. In Section 5 we consider imposing revealed preference restrictions and introduce the idea of preference perturbations. Although we find we can reject stability of preferences over the whole period from 1975 to 1999, we can find subperiods over which stable preferences cannot be rejected. This is found to substantially improve the bounds on demand responses. We also estimate bounds on demands at different percentiles of the income distribution and show that these can differ in important ways. Section 6 concludes. Online supplements contain data and programs (Blundell, Browning, and Crawford (2008) ).
EXPANSION PATH BOUNDS ON DEMANDS

Defining E-Bounds
We shall be concerned with predicting demands given particular budgets. To this end, we assume that every agent responds to a given budget (p x), where p is a J vector of prices and x is total expenditure, with a unique, positive demand J vector: For a given price vector p t we denote the corresponding J-valued function of x as q t (x) (with q j t (x) for good j) and refer to this vector of Engel curves as an expansion path for the given prices. We shall also have need of the following assumption:
This rules out inferior goods. Adding up and weak normality imply that at least one of the inequalities in this assumption is strict and that expansion paths are continuous.
The question we address is "Given a budget {p 0 x 0 } and a set of observed prices and expansion paths {p t q t (x)} t=1 T , what values of q such that p 0 q = x 0 are consistent with these observed demands and utility maximization?" Working with a finite set of observed prices, it is natural to characterize consistency with utility maximization in terms of revealed preference axioms. Since we are requiring that demands be single valued (and not correspondences), we work with the strong axiom of revealed preference (SARP) rather than the more usual GARP. 2 DEFINITION 1 -q t R 0 q s : If at prices p t the agent chooses q t and we have p t q t ≥ p t q s , then we say that q t is directly revealed weakly preferred to q s :
then we say that q t is revealed weakly preferred to q s : q t Rq s .
Given this, we have the following definition:
DEFINITION 3-SARP: q t Rq s and q t = q s implies not q s R 0 q t for all s t.
The definition of SARP does not rule out that we might have the same demand for two different price vectors.
The basic idea behind our analysis is shown in Figure 1 for a two-good, two expansion path example. In this example, the two expansion paths are shown as q 1 (x) and q 2 (x). These intersect the new budget line {p 0 x 0 } at q 1 (x 1 ) and q 2 (x 2 ), respectively, so that
The two assumptions on demand above ensure that a unique intersection demand exists for any {p 0 x 0 } and q t (x). We also show the two budget lines at the intersection demands, labelled {p 1 x 1 } and {p 2 x 2 }, respectively. As drawn, the two intersection demands satisfy SARP since neither is revealed weakly preferred to the other. The final step is to display the set of points on the new budget line {p 0 x 0 } that are consistent with these intersection points and with SARP. This is shown as the interval labelled S(p 0 x 0 ); this set includes the intersection demands and, for two goods, it is closed. We term this set the support set for {p 0 x 0 }. Any point on the new budget that is in the support set S(p 0 x 0 ) satisfies SARP for the intersection demands and any point outside fails. For example, a point q 0 within the interior of the support set is weakly revealed preferred to the intersection demands (since p 0 q 0 = x 0 ≥ p 0 q t (x t ) for t = 1 2), it is distinct from them but the intersection demands are not directly weakly preferred to q 0 . Conversely, consider a point q 0 that is not in S(p 0 x 0 ). In this case SARP fails immediately since q 1 (x 1 )R 0 q 0 (which implies q 1 (x 1 )Rq 0 ), q 1 (x 1 ) = q 0 , and q 0 R 0 q 1 (x 1 ). Finally, the intersection points satisfy SARP and hence are in the support set.
Given Figure 1 and the definition of intersection demands, it is straightforward to define the support set algebraically. 3 Given a budget {p 0 x 0 }, the set of points that are consistent with observed expansion paths {p t ; q t (x t )} t=1 T and utility maximization is given by the support set
This differs from the support set definition given in Varian (1982) in two major respects. The Varian definition was based on T observed demand bundles, whereas the present definition makes use of T expansion paths. Furthermore, this support set is defined using expansion paths evaluated at specific budget levels: the intersection demands. We refer to the intervals defined by expansion paths in this way as E-bounds-expansion curve based demand bounds. These bounds on demands for the new budget are best in the sense that tighter bounds cannot be found without either observing more expansion paths, imposing some additional theoretical structure over and above utility maximization (such as quasi-homotheticity or separability), or assuming a functional form for preferences. To show this we define an alternative support set that uses points on the expansion paths that are not necessarily intersection points:
The next proposition states that this set is always at least as large as the support set (the proof is given in Appendix A1):
Thus there do not exist alternative bounds (derived from the same data) which are tighter than the E-bounds. The E-bounds therefore make maximal use of the data and the basic nonparametric theory in predicting in a new situation. The properties of the support set are given in the following proposition:
The first statement establishes that there are some predicted demands for {p 0 x 0 } if and only if the intersection demands satisfy SARP. The second statement shows that the support set is a single point if the new price vector is one that has been observed. Our decision to consider SARP rather than GARP is largely to give this property; for GARP, we would have an interval prediction even for a previously observed price. The convexity is useful when it comes to solving numerically for E-bounds. Note that, contrary to what Figure 1 suggests, with more than two goods the support set is not necessarily closed.
The empirical analysis below requires that we compute E-bounds for given data, but the definition of S(p 0 x 0 ) is not particularly suited to empirical implementation as it stands. The second set we define gives a set of conditions that allow us to do this in a simple way using linear programming (LP) techniques.
The set S LP is closed and convex. We now show that this set is the same as the support set, except (perhaps) on the boundary of the latter. 4 If we denote the closure of S by cl(S) then we have the following proposition.
As we have seen, for two goods S(p 0 x 0 ) is closed so that it coincides with S LP (p 0 x 0 ), but for more than two goods the set on the right hand side of the second statement is nonempty (as long as S(p 0 x 0 ) is nonempty). S LP (p 0 x 0 ) gives us a feasible algorithm for displaying E-bounds. We first define intersection demands and test for SARP on the intersection demands. If the intersection demands pass SARP, we can then display bounds for each good. For example, to find the supremum predicted value for good j, we maximize q j 0 subject to the constraints in (3). This is a standard linear programming problem.
When Is a New Observation Informative?
We turn now to a consideration of when and how additional observations on expansion paths lead to an improvement in our bounds. We consider the situation in which we have T observed prices {p 1 p 2 p T }. Take a hypothetical budget {p 0 x 0 } and suppose that the corresponding intersection demands satisfy SARP; denote the support set by S T (p 0 x 0 ). Suppose now that we add one more observed price and expansion path {p T +1 q T +1 (x)}, find the corresponding intersection demand q T +1 (x T +1 ), and compute the new support set S T +1 (p 0 x 0 ).
We begin with the following observations. First, the support set cannot increase with the introduction of a new intersection demand; that is, S T +1 (p 0 x 0 ) ⊆ S T (p 0 x 0 ) so that additional information weakly shrinks the support set. Second, the introduction of a new budget plane and corresponding intersection demand might cause a violation of SARP. If it does, then the new support set will be empty (by Proposition 2) and therefore, trivially, we know that the support set will strictly shrink: S T +1 (p 0 x 0 ) = ∅ ⊂ S T (p 0 x 0 ). For the rest of this section we will set this possibility aside and assume that the new observation does not cause a violation. Given this, we ask when a new observation will be informative and lead to a strict shrinkage of the support set. The first result is trivial, but is worth formally recording.
This shows that if the newly observed price just happens to coincide with p 0 , then the new support set will be smaller. The proof of this proposition, along with Proposition 2(ii), establishes that if the intersection points are distinct (which they will almost surely be), then the set of predicted points is a singleton only if the new price p 0 is equal to one of the observed prices. More interesting is the case in which p T = p 0 . To present the characterization for this, we need one more definition:
We now present conditions for strict shrinkage of the support set.
This says that a new observation is only informative in the sense that it will strictly shrink the support set if the new budget plane intersects with the initial support set. It is therefore the intersection with the initial support set which is the important feature of any new information rather than the closeness of any new price observation to the p 0 vector of interest. The following three-good example serves to illustrate this proposition and to emphasize the point that if the intersection condition does not hold, then a new observation will be uninformative regardless of how close the new price vector is to the hypothetical price vector. Consider the data for three goods and three periods, 
We ask "What values of p 4 lead to a strict contraction of the support set?" With the values given, it is easy to show that any
does not give a strict contraction for any τ > 0. Thus we can take an new price vector that is arbitrarily close to the hypothetical prices but does not lead to an improvement in the bounds. Conversely, any price vector
gives a strict contraction for any τ > 0, even if τ is large. That is, new prices that are far from the hypothetical prices may give a strict contraction of the support set.
As we have shown, adding a new data point may tighten bounds, but it may also lead to a rejection of SARP so that more information is not an unmixed blessing. In the framework presented so far violations of SARP lead to an empty support set so that we are unable to make predictions about the demand curve. In the next section we consider how econometric estimation of expansion paths might provide a stochastic structure in which we can make progress in such a situation.
ESTIMATING BOUNDS ON DEMAND RESPONSES
Data
In this analysis we take three broad consumption goods-food, other nondurables, and services 6 and examine the E-bounds on demand responses. For this we draw on 25 years of British Family Expenditure Surveys from 1975 to 1999. In many contexts these three consumption goods represent an important grouping as the price responsiveness of food relative to services and to other nondurables is of particular interest. For example, the price responsiveness at different income levels is a key parameter in the indirect tax debate. Although food is largely free of value added tax (VAT) in the United Kingdom, the discussions over the harmonization of indirect tax rates across Europe and the implications of a flat expenditure tax raised uniformly across all consumption items requires a good understanding of food demand responses across the income distribution. It is also important in general discussions of cost of living changes across the income distribution. Relative food prices saw some abrupt rises as the tariff structure and food import quotas were changed in Europe early in the period under study. To study further disaggregations of goods with any precision, some form of separability may have to be assumed; see Blundell, Browning, and Crawford (2007) .
The Family Expenditure Survey (FES) is a repeated cross-section survey consisting of around 7,000 households in each year. From these data we draw the subsample of couples with children who own a car. This gives us between 1,421 and 1,906 observations per year and 40,731 observations over the entire period. We use total spending on nondurables to define our total expenditure variable. Table A .I in Appendix A2 provides descriptive statistics for these data. Figure 2 illustrates the trends in mean budget shares over the period. As can be seen, the mean budget share for food exhibits a large fall, whereas services are rising steadily over our data period. There was substantial relative price variation over our data period, as seen in the dated points in Figure 3 . The annual price indices for these commodity groups are taken from the annual Retail Prices Index. The figure shows the scatter plot of the prices of food and services relative to nondurables. The dashed line in the figure shows the convex hull of the relative price data. The relative prices show a dramatic change in the mid to late-1970s. We see a steadily rising price for services relative to food and nondurables.
To compute the E-bounds on demand responses below we will consider variations in relative prices around a central p 0 vector defined by the mean price vector. We explore a sequence of relative price changes in which the price of food is varied whilst the prices of nondurables and services are held at their mean values. The line of crosses in Figure 3 shows the particular sequence of the p 0 vector we use. Note that this passes through a dense part of the relative price distribution where we might expect (subject to the discussion in Section 2) to be able to produce quite informative bounds on demand responses. The path also starts and finishes in areas of very sparse price information outside the convex hull of the prices where, without extrapolation, we would not expect to have much to say about likely demand responses. The solid lines which make up the smaller hull in Figure 3 describe a set of contiguous periods over which SARP revealed preference conditions are not rejected. We return to this case in our empirical analysis of E-bounds. We first lay out the estimation of the expansion paths and intersection demands. 
Empirical Expansion Paths
In general, our interest is in consumer behavior described by the vector of J − 1 demand equations
where x i is the total outlay (or total expenditure) of household i, ln p is a J vector of the log of relative prices, and ε i j is an unobservable heterogeneity term for each good j. We begin by assuming ε i j to be distributed independently of x and p but will relax the assumption on x.
Consumers observed in the same time period and location are assumed to face the same relative prices. Relative prices are assumed to vary exogenously. Let {(q i j x i )} n i=1 represent an independent but not identically distributed sequence of n household observations on the demand q i j of good j and total expenditure x for each household i facing the same relative prices Under the constant relative price assumption, Engel curves for each location and period correspond to expansion paths for each price regime. Assuming that m j is additively separable in ε i j we write
for unknown continuous function m j (·). It is these Engel curves, for each relative price regime, that we will use to estimate the intersection demands (1) in Definition 2 which are used to identify the support set (2). We will make conditional mean assumptions on the ε i j so that the intersection demands m j (x i ) can be identified through a set of moment conditions. We will also appeal to appropriate uniform consistency and rate of convergence results from the econometric theory literature as we develop an analogous moment estimator for m j (x i ) below.
Throughout this analysis we assume the separable error form (9). As we note below, generalizations of this separable specification for unobserved heterogeneity are a key direction for future research (see Matzkin (2007) and the discussion in Section 3.2.3 below). In the estimation of these Engel curves we choose a semiparametric specification that allows for observable demographic variation in m j across households as well as the endogeneity of total expenditure x.
A Semiparametric Specification for Engel Curves
The analysis we present here is applicable to fully nonparametric specification for Engel curves. have shown the attraction of nonparametric Engel curves when trying to capture the shape of income effects on consumer behavior across a wide range of the income distribution. However, to ensure sufficient support across the x distribution, we choose the shape-invariant semiparametric specification, adopted in Blundell, Browning, and Crawford (2003) , to pool across different household types.
Each household type is defined by d i , a (D × 1) vector of observable household composition variables relating to household i = 1 n. Our specification of (9), written in terms of budget shares w i j (≡ p j q i j /x i ), takes the form
for household i and good j The function φ(d i α) represents a general equivalence scale and d i γ j documents the way in which observable demographic differences d i across households impact on each expenditure share. 7 In the estimation results below we use a prior estimate of the general equivalence scale φ(d i α) which we take from the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) scales (Burniaux et al. (1998) ). The semiparametric specification (10) turns out to be a parsimonious, yet accurate, description of behavior. 8 7 An expenditure share transformation is used primarily to reduce the potential for heteroscedasticity in the distribution of the ξ j terms. However, we only place conditional mean restrictions on these error terms and will not require homoscedasticity.
8 See Blundell, Duncan, and Pendakur (1998) .
To establish the identification of the parameters of interest g j and γ j in this shape-invariant specification and to derive the properties of this estimator, we make the following conditional mean, continuity and bounded new assumptions:
ASSUMPTION B: w i j has bounded support.
Assumptions CM, C, and B ensure that the parameters g j and γ j are identified (see Blundell, Chen, and Kristensen (2007, Theorem I) ). Further, the specification chosen here, in which α is fixed according to an external equivalence scale, can be estimated using the partially linear regression approach in which g j is replaced by a Nadaraya-Watson kernel regression function (see Robinson (1988) ). Results from that paper establish root-n asymptotic normality and semiparametric efficiency of the parametric components γ j and regular nonparametric convergence rates for the kernel estimator of g j . Andrews (1995) showed uniform consistency with nonidentically distributed random variables.
Endogeneity of Total Outlay x
The ln x variable in (10) is a measure of log total outlay, or total expenditure, by the household on the set of goods under analysis in period t This is very likely to be jointly determined with the expenditure shares. To account for the endogeneity of ln x, we adopt the control function approach (see Blundell and Powell (2003) for a general discussion). We use a two-step semiparametric estimator for this model, adapting the results in Newey, Powell, and Vella (1999) . The first step consists of the construction of a residual from the regression of ln x on the exogenous variables in the model and an excluded instrument. The hourly earnings of the head of household is used as the excluded instrument in the application below, where a sample of families is selected from the British FES with working age male heads of household. This control function approach is compared to the semiparametric instrumental variable estimator in Blundell, Chen, and Kristensen (2007) , where it is found to account quite well for the endogeneity of total expenditure. 9 The set of instrumental variables is labelled z and we specify the reduced form for ln x as
where z are a set of variables which include the demographic variables d i and the excluded instrument. 10 We also make the further conditional mean assumption on v which ensures the root-n consistent estimation of π from which the control function v is derived:
The control function estimator makes the following additional conditional mean assumption for the error term in (10) for each good j:
These assumptions, together with CM, C, and B, ensure the identification of g j and γ j in (10); see Newey, Powell, and Vella (1999) .
The two-step control function estimator for this model specification consists at the first step of the construction of a residual vector v from the regression of ln x on z. The second step is the semiparametric regression of w j on g j (ln x − ln φ) + d γ j and v. In our estimator for (10), the additive form for this second step regression is imposed using the Robinson (1988) partially linear regression approach described above. The only further concern is the addition of the estimated term v i in each of the semiparametric regressions, based on the least squares estimate of π in (11). Since the estimator for π converges at a root-n rate, it does not effect the properties of the estimator of g j , however, the asymptotic distribution of the estimator for γ j will depend on the distribution of π; see Blundell and Powell (2003) . Andrews (1995) showed uniform consistency and rate of convergence results for a semiparametric model of this type where the regressor variables are not observed but are based on a finite dimensional preliminary estimator as is the case here, allowing for nonidentically distributed random variables. Finally, it is worth noting that since the same variables are included on the right hand side of each of these J − 1 Engel curves, the estimator is invariant to the equation deleted; see Blundell, Duncan, and Pendakur (1998) .
Nonseparable Unobserved Heterogeneity
As we noted in the discussion of (8), our overall interest is in consumer behavior described by nonseparable heterogeneity in demands. In terms of the vector of share equations, we might express these as w = g(ln x ln p d ε) , where ε is a J − 1 vector of unobservable heterogeneity. The unobserved heterogeneity enters nonseparably in the share equation. An important problem for future research is to estimate the distribution of demands across the heterogeneity distribution and not focus on the moments E(w| ln x ln p d) as we do in this paper. In the nonseparable heterogeneity case, global invertibility is required to identify the complete distribution of demands; see Brown and Matzkin (1998) and Beckert and Blundell (2005) . Moreover, generalizations of quantile regression are required for estimation of the parameters of interest; see Matzkin (2007) . To allow for exogeneity of ln x in such an analysis, we would need to further condition on the control variable v (see Imbens and Newey (2007) ).
For the more limited case of local average demands considered in this paper, there is nevertheless a general condition, due to Lewbel (2001) . Under the exogeneity of ln x this condition allows interpretation to E(w| ln x ln p d) even in the case of nonseparable unobserved heterogeneity. If we assume F(ε| ln x ln p d) = F(ε|d) so that preference heterogeneity conditional on demographics is independent of prices and total outlay, then the covariance between budget shares and the responsiveness of these to changes in log total outlay, conditional on the observable determinants of demand, is defined as
In this case Lewbel (2001) showed that average demands of rational consumers satisfy integrability conditions if and only if H(·) is symmetric and positive semidefinite. 11 If H is small relative to the Slutsky matrix for these average demands, then the system will be "close" to integrable. To generalize this condition to allow for the endogeneity of ln x, we again need to add the control variable v to write F(ε| ln x ln p d v) = F(ε|d v). 12
EMPIRICAL E-BOUNDS ON DEMAND RESPONSES
To construct E-bounds in our application to the FES data, we first estimate the three-good Engel curve system using the semiparametric control function estimator described in the previous section. Using these estimated expansion paths, we recover the estimated intersection demands q t (x t ) for each {p 0 x 0 } and check the revealed preference SARP conditions for {p t q t (x t )}. Perhaps unsurprisingly these unrestricted estimated intersection demands contain some violations of SARP. In the next section we develop an approach to testing and imposing the SARP conditions on the intersection demands. Before moving to that discussion, we first consider searching for contiguous periods over which we cannot reject stable preferences using the q t (x t ) We find the periods 1982 through 1991 satisfy SARP. The potential cost of discarding other periods can be seen by looking back to the smaller convex hull in Figure 3 which shows the price data corresponding to the subset of SARP-consistent intersection demands. A comparison of the two convex hulls shows the reduction in the space spanned once SARP-violating intersection demands have been dropped.
In Figure 4 we present the E-bounds on the own-price demand curve for food at the median income using the reduced set of SARP-consistent observations. As can be seen from a comparison with Figure 3 , the bounds on the demand curve are particularly tight when the p 0 vector is in the dense part of the observed price data. Outside the convex hull of the data the E-bounds widen and we cannot rule out extreme responses (such as households not buying food if the price rises by more than 5%).
In Figures 5 and 6 we present the corresponding E-bounds for cross-price responses. These figures show the power of E-bounds: through the use of revealed preference inequalities and without appealing to parametric models or extrapolation we have been able to construct tight bounds on own-and crossprice responses. They also show the limitations in the sense that price experiments (by the standards typical of many policy simulation studies) can easily take on values outside the range of observed price variations and produce bounds which are necessarily very wide.
To construct E-bounds on demand curves we have exploited movements along the estimated expansion paths and it is reasonable to ask whether this involved comparisons across a wide range of incomes. In fact we find that these comparisons do not require implausibly wide variations across income levels. nature of this analysis: nonparametric Engel curves are only required over a limited range of the income distribution when constructing a specific demand bound at a particular income percentile.
REVEALED PREFERENCE RESTRICTIONS
Testing and Imposing SARP
The revealed preference restrictions, SARP in Definition 3 above, are key conditions in the identification of the E-bounds on predicted demand responses for {p 0 x 0 }. These bounds are defined by the support set S(p 0 x 0 ) in (2). Proposition 2 shows that this support set is non-empty (and hence identified) if and only if the data set {p t q t (x t ) t=1 T } satisfies SARP. Consequently, we first examine the validity of the SARP restrictions on the set of T intersection demands.
Because the intersection demands are derived from the estimated expansion paths, they will be subject to sampling variation. Consequently, violations of the SARP conditions on the intersection demands may simply be due to estimation error. We use the stochastic structure of the estimated Engel curves to account for this. We derive a SARP constrained estimator for the intersection demands and a test of the SARP conditions. The starting point is the suggestion by Varian (1986) for testing optimizing behavior. We develop this idea by using the precision of the estimated expansion paths at the specific income levels that correspond to the intersection demands. We can then construct a misspecification test for violations of the revealed preference conditions. Suppose the intersection demands, q t (x t ), were known functions of a finite set of parameters θ t so that q t (x t ) = f(θ t ) for known f(·). Denote the vector of θ t 's for t = 1 T by θ. In Appendix A3 we show that in the current context the SARP restrictions (see Definition 3 above) can be represented by a set of moment inequality restrictions (MIR). These place moment inequality restrictions on θ. Thus we can appeal to recent results by Manski (2003) , Chernozhukov, Hong, and Tamer (2007) , and Andrews and Guggenberger (2007) for moment inequality estimators of this type. There is always a value of θ that satisfies the MIR as long as the support of the estimated θ values allows for any positive demands that satisfy adding up. 13 Generally there will be a set of values for θ that satisfy SARP. This set may include the intersection demands, in which case the latter satisfy SARP.
Let S denote the set of all intersection demands that satisfy SARP. The support set that corresponds to any set of intersection demands contained in S is unique and convex. If the SARP conditions fail for the unrestricted intersection demands q t (x t ) t=1 T , we generate a restricted estimator q S t using the Gaussian quasi-likelihood ratio or minimum distance criterion function
where the weight matrix Ω −1 t is the inverse of the covariance matrix of the estimated unrestricted intersection demands q t ( x t ). The solution to (12) defines intersection demands q S t which satisfy SARP and are unique almost everywhere.
Evaluated at the restricted intersection demands, the distance function (12) also provides a test statistic for SARP. To investigate the properties of this test, recall that the SARP restrictions can be represented as a set of moment inequality restrictions; see Appendix A3. Consequently, this test falls within the general class of misspecification tests investigated in Andrews and Guggenberger (2007, Section 7) . We note however that their results are not directly applicable as they are derived for a parametric specification, as in q t (x t ) = f(θ t ) above, whereas we adopt a semiparametric specification for q t (x t ) in our application. We conjecture that, given uniform consistency of the estimator for the intersection demands, the results will carry through to the semiparametric case, but we leave this to future research. For comparison, in Appendix A4, we present a set of estimated bounds using a fully parametric specification for the intersection demands.
To construct critical values, we let n t denote the sample size in period t and draw samples of size b nt < n t with replacement. We assume b nt −→ ∞ and b nt /n t −→ 0 as n t −→ ∞. The subsample statistics used to construct the 1 − α sample quantile are then defined exactly as in (12), but are based on the subsample of size b nt rather than the full sample. We repeat this many times and obtain the empirical distribution of Q. We denote the 1 − α quantile of the distribution as C 1−α . The nominal level α test rejects the SARP restrictions if and only if the statistic Q exceeds the subsampling critical value C 1−α . This test statistic can also be used to define a confidence set for the identified support set S(p 0 x 0 ) for the predicted demands q 0 . This draws on the recent work by Chernozhukov, Hong, and Tamer (2007) and references therein. 14 An interpretation of the restricted intersection demands q S t is as locally perturbed demands that conform to SARP. That is, they measure the minimum perturbation to tastes necessary to ensure preference stability. Consequently, the estimated "perturbations" q S t − q t ( x t ) themselves are likely to be of interest: random taste behavior would be reflected in a corresponding random pattern in perturbations; slowly changing tastes would be reflected by a systematic evolution of these perturbations. We analyze the estimated perturbations in our empirical analysis below.
Constrained E-Bounds
In Section 4 we searched for a contiguous period of SARP-consistent demands and simply discarded those intersection demands which caused violations. In this section we investigate the improvements in the E-bounds which can be made if we impose SARP consistency on the intersection demands across relative prices even where violations occur. We do this using the minimum distance criterion function (12). In principle this should further tighten the bounds because (i) it will expand the convex hull of the prices in use, thereby potentially increasing the range over which we can tightly bound the demand curves, and (ii) the extra information may include budget planes which intersect with the support sets which underlie Figures 4, 5, and 6. By Proposition 5 this will strictly shrink the bounds.
We begin our examination of the constrained E-bounds by imposing SARP at all the observed relative prices t = 1 T . To do this we use the inverse of the estimated pointwise variance-covariance matrix of the estimated expansion paths (evaluated at the intersection demands values) as the weight matrix Ω −1 t in the minimum distance procedure (12). Tests for the restrictions are presented below. This produces a sequence of estimated restricted intersection demands q S t and analogous perturbations q S t − q t ( x t ) Figure 7 presents the estimated perturbations q S t − q t ( x t ) by good and period at the median income. Since there are three goods and 25 intersection demands (one each of the 25 annual Engel curves), there are 75 perturbations. No structure is imposed on these perturbations other than that the restricted intersection demands are nonnegative and satisfy SARP. The figure also contains 95% pointwise confidence intervals which suggest an extended period where we may be able to find a stable representation of preferences.
If demand behavior were completely random or if it were rational but contaminated with classical measurement error, then we might expect that the perturbations would reflect this. Slowly changing tastes, on the other hand, would be reflected by a systematic evolution of these perturbations. In fact, the adjustments needed to make these data theory-consistent seem to follow a reasonably systematic pattern. The perturbation to food demand, for example, is generally increasing over time. It is negative in the early data, indicating that the earlier food demands need to be adjusted downward and the later observations need to be adjusted upward. This can be interpreted as the perturbation necessary to adjust for a slow change in preferences away from food and toward services. Comparing this to Figure 2 , we can see that this adjustment would go some way to slowing the apparent decline in the food share over the period. More significantly, this analysis shows that we cannot rationalize the changes in mean budget shares seen in Figure 2 by appealing to price, income, or demographic changes.
The restricted intersection demands satisfy SARP and so we can identify the support set S(p 0 x 0 ), which deliver the E-bounds for the predicted demand responses at {p 0 x 0 }. The resulting estimated E-bounds on the own-price demand curve are illustrated in Figures 8 and 9 along with, for comparison, the E-bounds recovered by dropping SARP rejections ( Figure 4 : the solid lines). As can be seen, there is an improvement/narrowing of the bounds when all of the observations are used and constrained to be revealed preference consistent, compared to the case in which some data points are just dropped. Nevertheless, the improvement is quite small in the central part of the demand curve (see Figure 9 ) where the existing bounds were already fairly tight. Note also that there is no reason for the new bounds to lie everywhere inside the old bounds. Whilst the addition of theory-consistent data always weakly tightens the bounds, the data being added here contain violations and have been perturbed as a result. Consequently the restricted intersection demands can lead to the bounds widening at some relative price points. The general patterns of the bounds are similar, however, with typically wider bounds the further the new price vector is from the most dense part of the observed price distribution.
As before it is useful to examine the range of incomes (total budgets) over which comparisons have been made to construct these E-bounds for the median income consumer. Again the range is quite limited going from a maximum of the 60 percentile in the mid-1970s to the 40th percentile at the end of the 1990s. 
Demand Responses Across the Income Distribution
The E-bounds on predicted demands presented above have been constructed at the median income (expenditure), but we might expect demand responses to vary with income levels. Figure 10 shows how the demand bounds vary according to the total budget. Three sets of bounds are calculated, corresponding to the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles of the x 0 distribution (the solid lines for the median are identical to the dashed lines in the preceding figure over this range). It is clear from this figure that there is not a single elasticity that summarizes price response behavior. Price responses appear to be quite variable both along each demand curve and across income levels. The range of price responsiveness highlights the local nature of our nonparametric analysis. The price responsiveness is local to both income and relative prices. Unlike in the Stone-Geary model, for example, there is no reason why price elasticities should not be increasing or decreasing with income. For some broad aggregates such as food, a price elasticity which is increasing with income would seem sensible, while for more disaggregated food items-rice and potatoes, for example-the reverse could equally well be true.
Revealed Preference Violations and Best RP-Consistent Demands
In the analysis so far we have investigated two approaches to dealing with violations of revealed preference on the intersection demands q t (x t ) t=1 T : dropping offending intersection demands and imposing SARP restrictions on all of the data using the minimum distance criterion (12). We have seen that the perturbations required to make the intersection demands SARP-consistent are trended and are consistent with a story of systematic taste change over the period. However, we can also use (12) to test the SARP restrictions. As described in Section 5.1, we adopt a subsampling critical value with b nt /n t = 0 2 which convincingly rejects SARP with a p-value very close to zero. 15 Simply imposing SARP across the intersection demands in all the periods in the data q t (x t ) t=1 T is clearly invalid.
We therefore return to our SARP-consistent data set described in Figure 3 . As the perturbations in Figure 7 suggest, it may be possible to add intersection demands outside this period without rejecting the SARP restrictions. Using the criteria (12), we found that expanding the set of intersection demands by adding the periods 93-95 did not reject SARP: the 20% (b nt /n t = 0 2) subsample p-value was 0.08. The extended convex hull of the relative price space spanned by these periods is shown in Figure 11 .
Using this extended set of SARP-consistent intersection demands results in the E-bounds on the own-price demand curve in Figures 12 and 13 . ure 12 shows the demand curve using the original SARP-consistent subset of the data (solid lines) and the demand curve obtained by imposing SARP on the extended demand subset of the data. For comparison, in Appendix A4 we present results that use the parametric quadratic almost ideal demand system (QUAIDS) specification for the expansion paths. These results are similar to the semiparametric case and, as expected, display even tighter bounds on demand responses. However, given the local nature of our revealed preference analysis, we choose to present the results that relate to the semiparametric Engel curve analysis in the main text of this paper, leaving the parametric analysis to the Appendix. Figure 13 gives a detailed view of the central part of the demand curve. At "zero" the E-bounds using the extended period are [9.6742, 9.8694 ]. These bounds are quite precise and the (b n /n = 0 2) subsample 95% confidence set is [9.4987, 9.9516] . As in our discussion of Figure 8 , the extended period uses restricted intersection demands and there is no requirement that the new Ebounds lie everywhere inside the bounds that simply use the 82-91 period.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The aim of this paper has been to bound predictions of demand responses using revealed preference inequalities. We have focussed on the situation where we can observe only a relatively small number of market prices but a large number of consumers in each of these markets. Our approach has been to make use of this rich within-market consumer-level data to estimate income expansion paths conditional on prices. We have shown how to derive best bounds on predicted demand behavior from a combination of observations on expansion paths and the imposition of the basic (Slutsky or revealed preference) integrability conditions from economic theory. We find that these E-bounds give surprisingly tight bounds, especially where we consider new situations that are within the span of the relative price data in observed markets.
The E-bounds approach to measuring consumer behavior allows price responses to vary nonparametrically across the income distribution by exploiting microdata on consumer expenditures and incomes over a finite set of discrete relative price changes. We have introduced the concept of preference perturbations, local to each income percentile, which characterize the degree of congruence with RP conditions and provide a useful metric for describing taste change.
APPENDIX A1: PROOFS OF PROPOSITIONS PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1: Let S (p 0 x 0 ) denote the support set
where the q t (x) data are demands on expansion paths at arbitrary budget levels. Suppose that there exists some demand vector q 0 ≥ 0 and p 0 q 0 = x 0 such that q 0 ∈ S(p 0 x 0 ) but q 0 / ∈ S (p 0 x 0 ). Then by definition of S (p 0 x 0 ) it must be the case that {p 0 p t ; q 0 q t (x)} t=1 T contains a violation of SARP. That is, there is some element of {q t (x)} t=1 T (call it q t (x)) such that either q t (x)Rq 0 and q 0 R 0 q t (x) or q 0 Rq t (x) and q t (x)R 0 q 0 . Consider the first case where q 0 R 0 q t (x). If demands are weakly normal, then the corresponding intersection demand q t ( x t ) used to define S(p 0 x 0 ) must be such that q t ( x t )R 0 q t (x). But q t (x)Rq 0 and hence q t (x)Rq t ( x t ), and there is a contradiction of SARP. Now consider the second case where q t (x)R 0 q 0 . Since q 0 ∈ S(p 0 x 0 ) we know that by definition p t q 0 ≥ p t q t (x t ) and hence q t (x)R 0 q t (x t ). Therefore, we have another contradiction of SARP.
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2: (i) S(p 0 x 0 ) is nonempty if and only if the data set {p t q t (x t )} t=1 T satisfies SARP. If {p t q t (x t )} t=1 T fails SARP, then so does {p 0 p t ; q 0 q t (x t )} t=1 T for any {p 0 ; q 0 } so that the support set is empty. Conversely, if {p t q t (x t )} t=1 T passes SARP, then these points satisfy the conditions for inclusion in S(p 0 x 0 ) which is thus nonempty.
(ii) S(p 0 x 0 ) is the singleton q t (x t ) if p 0 = p t and the data set {p t q t (x t )} t=1 T satisfies SARP. Let p 0 = p t and suppose there is a q 0 ∈ S(p 0 x 0 ) with q 0 = q t (x t ). We have p 0 q 0 = x 0 . By construction q t (x t )R 0 q 0 , which implies q t (x t )Rq 0 . Since q 0 satisfies SARP and q 0 = q t (x t ), we have not(q 0 R 0 q t (x t )) which is equivalent to p 0 q 0 < p 0 q t (x t ) = p t q t (x t ). Since both sides of this strict inequality are equal to x 0 , this gives a contradiction.
(iii) S(p 0 x 0 ) is convex. Let the support set containq 0 andq 0 . The convex combination λq 0 + (1 − λ)q 0 for λ ∈ [0 1] satisfies the nonnegativity constraint and p 0 (λq 0 + (1 − λ)q 0 ) = λx 0 + (1 − λ)x 0 = x 0 . Finally, we have p tq 0 ≥ p t q t (x t ) and p tq 0 ≥ p t q t (x t ) so that p t (λq 0 + (1 − λ)q 0 ) ≥ p t q t (x t ).
Q.E.D.
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3: If {p t q t } t=1 2 T fails SARP, then both sets are empty and the proposition holds trivially. In the following we shall assume that {p t q t } t=1 2 T passes SARP. We shall first show S LP ⊇ S, then part (ii) of the proposition, and then cl(S) ⊇ S LP .
S LP (p 0 x 0 ) ⊇ S(p 0 x 0 ): Take any q 0 ∈ S(p 0 x 0 ). We have q 0 ≥ 0 and p 0 q 0 = x 0 , and {p t q t } t=1 2 T satisfies SARP. Thus we only need to check the last condition in S LP . Since p 0 q 0 = x 0 = p 0 q t , we have q 0 R 0 q t which implies q 0 Rq t . The definition of SARP then gives p t q t < p t q 0 , which is the condition in the definition of S LP (p 0 x 0 ).
For part (ii) of the proposition we have
, q 0 ∈ S so that we only need to consider q 0 = q t (x t ) for all t. This and the failure of SARP imply either (A) or (B):
(A) q t (x t )Rq 0 and p 0 q 0 ≥ p t q t (x t ) for some t. The first statement requires that there is some s such that q s (x s )R 0 q 0 , which implies p s q s (x s ) ≥ p s q 0 . Combining this with the condition p s q 0 ≥ p s q s (x s ) gives p s q 0 = p s q s (x s ) as in the statement in the proposition.
(B) q 0 Rq t (x t ) and p t q t (x t ) ≥ p 0 q 0 . In this case the latter statement and p t q 0 ≥ p t q t (x t ) give the statement in the proposition. cl(S) ⊇ S LP : We have just shown that it is only the boundary of S LP that is not in S. Thus the closure of S contains S LP .
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 4: Since p T +1 = p 0 , we have that S T +1 is a singleton (by part (ii) of Proposition 2). Since S T is convex and there are two distinct intersection points in S T , there is a continuum of points in S T . Hence S T strictly includes S T +1 .
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 5: We first show that intersection of the budget plane {p
. This implies that there exists at least one q 0 ∈ S T (p 0 x 0 ) such that q 0 / ∈ S T +1 (p 0 x 0 ). In the following discussion, R 0 denotes "not R 0 ." Since {p t q t (x t )} t=0 T satisfies SARP and since q 0 R 0 {q t (x t )} t=1 T by the definition of intersection demands, this implies that {q t (x t )} t=1 T R 0 q 0 Since q 0 / ∈ S T +1 (p 0 x 0 ), the data set {p t q t (x t )} t=0 T +1 violates SARP. Given {q t (x t )} t=1 T R 0 q 0 and the assumption that S T +1 (p 0 x 0 ) = ∅, this violation must result from q T +1 (x T +1 )R 0 q 0 ⇒ x T +1 ≥ p T +1 q 0 . Hence q 0 must lie in the intersection of the convex set S T (p 0 x 0 ) and the closed half-space p T +1 q 0 ≤ x T +1 . If there exists some q 0 ∈ S T (p 0 x 0 ) such that p T +1 q 0 < x T +1 , then there must also exist some q 0 ∈ S T (p 0 x 0 ) such that p T +1 q 0 = x T +1 and therefore the new budget plane {p T +1 x T +1 } intersects with S T (p 0 x 0 ).
Q.E.D. For intersection demandsq t andq s we always have that p tq t = p tq s for any s and t. Thusq t =q s and p tq t < p tq s if p tq t ≤ p tq s . If we have two intersection demandsq s andq t such thatq s Rq t , then GARP implies p tq t ≤ p tq s . This in turn implies that the SARP conditions hold. Note that if we took demands that were not intersection demands, then we might have p t q t = p t q s . This is the case, for example, for the sequential maximum power (SMP) paths described in Blundell, Browning, and Crawford (2003) which specifically choose a sequence of demands with p t q t = p t q s . In this case the data might pass GARP but reject SARP. We now show that the GARP conditions in Definition 3 can be recast in "standard" moment inequality restrictions (MIR) form. From Varian (1982) we have that the data {p t q t } t=1 T satisfy GARP if and only there exist 2T scalars V 1 V T and λ 1 λ T such that V t − V s + λ t p t (q s − q t ) ≥ 0 for all s t (13) λ t ≥ 1 for all t Given parametric intersection demands q t (x t ) = f(θ t ), define r ts (θ) = p t (f(x s ; θ s ) − f(x t ; θ t )) (14)
Then the Afriat inequalities become V t − V s + λ t r ts (θ) ≥ 0 for all s t (15) λ t ≥ 1 for all t In general the V t 's and λ t 's will not be unique for any given set of r ts 's. Varian (1982) provided an algorithm that takes in T (T − 1) values for the r ts 's and returns unique values for the V t 's and λ t 's. The mapping is continuous. Using this algorithm, the V t 's and λ t 's are functions of the parameters θ. The expected moment form for (15) is then E(V t (θ) − V s (θ) + λ t (θ)r ts (θ)) ≥ 0 for all s t (16) E(λ t (θ)) − 1 ≥ 0 for all t which is of the MIR form given in Andrews and Guggenberger (2007) .
APPENDIX A4: EMPIRICAL RESULTS USING A PARAMETRIC QUADRATIC ENGEL CURVE SPECIFICATION FOR EXPANSION PATHS
In this appendix we present a comparison of the semiparametric Engel curve analysis used for the empirical results presented in Section 5 with a parametric analysis based on the quadratic Engle curve specification underlying the QUAIDS model (see Banks, Blundell, and Lewbel (1997) ). Figure 14 com- pares the estimated E-bounds on the demand curve. The dashed bounds are for the semiparametric estimates and are the same as the dashed bounds in Figure 8 ; they used the data from all of the periods together, are based on the semiparametric Engel curve estimates described in Section 3.2.1, and impose the RP conditions on the intersection demands as discussed in Section 5.1. The solid bounds are those derived from the same procedure applied to parametric (quadratic) Engel curves estimated from the same data and with the RP conditions similarly imposed.
We note that the bounds derived from the parametric Engel curve model are very similar to those from the nonparametric model, and show the same characteristic widening and tightening according to the local density of the price data. We also conduct a statistical test of the RP conditions for the parametrically estimated intersection demands (identical to the one we describe in the text for the semiparametric estimates) and, like the test based on the semiparametric estimates, the data reject RP with a p-value very close to zero. This is not surprising given the relative precision of parametric versus nonparametric estimates.
As in the semiparametric case in the text, we conducted a search for a set of years which did not reject RP in the parametric model and derived the bounds from those intersection demands. The result is shown in Figure 15 , which is the bound recovered from the years {78, 79, 84-87, 93, 94}, which give a p-value on the RP test of 0.03. The solid bounds are those for all of the years (the same as Figure 14) , whilst the dashed bounds are from the RP-consistent subset.
As in the semiparametric case, using fewer years of data widens the bounds, although the years which remain are informative enough that the bounds remain tight over a good range of relative price changes. Figure 16 illustrates the bounds for the RP-consistent subset of period alone. 
